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7F   –   Review Answers 
 

True or false 
Look at the lesson again. Circle True if the sentence is correct and False if the sentence is 

wrong. 
 
1. The Chez Moderne trout special is made by the head chef Zephyr.   False 
2. The shell around the trout is made of herbs, nuts, mushrooms and spices.  True 

3. The charcoal-grilled steak is made from Japanese beef.    False 

4. Sake is a wine made from rice.       True 

5. The painting in the gallery was made by a teenager who used oil paints.  True 

6. The painting was made in her home studio.     True 
7. The shoes from Thailand were made by hand.     False 
8. The bag Bee bought is made of canvas.      False 
9. The statue Ant bought is made from ivory.     False 

 

Your turn   Answers will vary. 

 
Look at the list of materials. Think of three things that are made from each one. 
 
Wood       Metal 

Table       Sculpture 

House       Eiffel Tower 

Picnic table      Car 

 
Cotton       Plastic 

T-shirt       Shopping bags 

Towels       Outdoor chairs 

Re-usable shopping bags    Wall clock 

 
Use your ideas above to fill in these sentences. You can use different items for each sentence. 
 

1. The Eiffel Tower is made of metal. 

2. My car is made in Japan. 

3. A T-shirt is made from cotton. 

4. A picnic table is made with a hammer, saw and nails. 

5. A sculpture is made by sculptor. 

 
 

How about you?   Answers will vary. 

 
What’s your favourite food? What’s it made from? 

My favourite food is tuna onigiri. It is made from rice, seaweed and tuna. 

 
Think of three things that are made in your country. How do people make them? 

In Canada we make cars using robots. We also make lumber that is used to make houses. 

Finally, we make wheat, which is grown by farmers in the prairies. 

 
In the text, Ant bought a statue made of ivory. Ivory is made from elephant tusks. Do you think it is OK 
to use animals to make products in this way? Give reasons for your answer. 

No, I don’t think it is OK to use animals to make products in this way, especially if the 

animals are endangered. The animal is destroyed in order to harvest the ivory, and that 

harms our world because there is one fewer elephant. 


